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Introducing the Senator RH650: The Ultimate Boating Experience
Prepare to elevate your on-water adventures with the Senator RH650. This exceptional vessel represents the pinnacle of design and engineering, offering a truly unmatched boating experience.

Key Features:
1. Unrivaled Performance: The Senator RH650 is designed for exceptional performance. Equipped with a robust engine and advanced hull technology, it guarantees a smooth and exhilarating ride, whether 
you're exploring the coast or indulging in water sports.

2. Spacious Luxury: With a well-designed layout, the RH650 provides ample deck space and comfortable seating, perfect for relaxation and recreation with family and friends.

3. Angler's Paradise: Fishing enthusiasts will find their dreams come true aboard the RH650. It features an array of angling amenities, from rod holders, baitwells, Bait boards, to Tuna Tubes  ensuring a 
remarkable fishing experience.

4. Striking Design: The RH650 boasts a modern, head-turning design that commands attention on the water. Its sleek lines, premium finishes, and meticulous craftsmanship make it a true masterpiece.

5. Built to Endure: Crafted from top-tier materials and constructed to withstand the elements, the Senator RH650 ensures durability and longevity, promising years of dependable boating adventures.

6. Versatile Excellence: Whether you're an avid angler, or simply seeking leisure on the water, the RH650 effortlessly adapts to your needs, catering to all boating enthusiasts.

Experience Luxury and Adventure with the Senator RH650
The Senator RH650 is not merely a boat; it's a gateway to freedom, cherished memories, and thrilling escapades. Join the ranks of delighted boaters who have unlocked the magic of the Senator RH650.

Contact us today to discover more about this exceptional vessel, explore customization options, and embark on your journey to unparalleled boating experiences. Experience the RH650 difference and set 
sail for a world of excitement and luxury on the water.
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Boat City are a family business that have been at the forefront of the marine industry since 
1962.

With one of the largest ranges of brands both new and used, you can purchase with 
confidence that we will have something to suit your needs.

We can ship anywhere in the country any time, just ask us for a quote.

For everything on the water and more.
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